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Abstract

AIMS: Overnight polysomnography (PSG) constitutes the gold standard in the diagnosis of sleep disorders. PSG requires
technology, personnel, dedication and experience. Mainly due to high personnel costs, PSG is considered expensive and
exposed to monetary restrictions, making it not accessible to every hospital, especially in countries with universal health
coverage. The aims of our study were to know the cost of PSG in our clinical setting, and to evaluate the way to reduce it.

METHOD: The cost of a single PSG was calculated from the price of 220 conventional PSG carried out by our Sleep
Respiratory Disorders Unit during 1999. The imputable costs were obtained by the economic services from hospital stays, sleep
technician salary and proportional part of medical attendance, annual paying-off for equipment investment, consumable material
and repairs. The total cost was divided by the number of annual PSG to obtain the final price in Euros (€) (1 € = 1.17 $). The
price of PSG was again calculated, considering hiring a second technician to duplicate the number of annual studies, and
including the forthcoming proportional increase of the global costs generated.

RESULTS: The total cost of 220 PSG was 74920 € (88141 $) that is distributed as: 23800 € from hospital stays (108,2 € per stay),
22537 € from full-time technician work, 18030 € from part-time Respiratory physician work, 9015 € from annual equipment paying-
off and 1502 € from consumable material and repairs. The final price of PSG in 1999 was 340 € (400 $). The calculated cost of
440 annual PSG, hiring a second technician and with a full-time Respiratory physician would amount 141355 € (166300 $),
being the final cost of PSG 321 € (378 $).

CONCLUSIONS: We conclude that an increase in personnel costs (medical and technician) may paradoxically reduce the cost
of PSG since it allows to use the technical resources in a cost-effective way.

INTRODUCTION

Sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) constitutes a public health
problem in developed countries due to its high prevalence
(1,2,3) and to its consequences over mortality (4,5,6), morbidity

(7,8,9), spending of health resources (10) and impairing work,

driving and social interaction (11,12,13). Overnight

polysomnography (PSG) is considered the gold standard
diagnostic tool to approach sleep disorders (14,15). PSG

requires technology, experience, personnel and it is time-
consuming, for all of these it has been considered expensive
and very often it has suffered monetary restrictions
especially in countries with universal health coverage. Those
limitations have restricted its accessibility to all hospitals
claiming for its high costs, not only in equipment but also in
personnel.

The first step to diminish the price of a test is the cost

analysis, only after that approach we would be able to get
more efficient and money-saving systems. These lines of
arguments could be used for the clinician, not only for the
diagnostic work-up of patients but also for his relationship
with the hospital executive office, in these times of managed
care medicine.

The objective of our study was to know the price of a PSG in
our place and to study the way to reduce it.

METHODS

Our Sleep Unit is part of the Respiratory Department located
in a 450-beds University Hospital in Alicante (Spain). The
unit has assigned two beds for PSG, which are managed by
the Central Admission Unit, in charge of all clerical work
related to program any admission. The equipment of the Unit
consists of a level I system (Somnostar-alfa, Sensor Medics)
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and a level II system (Sleep-IT, Jaeger) which are run by
direct supervision of a nurse. Her daily schedule (from nine
p.m. until nine a.m.) and labor restrictions limit the total
number of nights to 110 per year. A part-time (20
hours/week) pulmonary physician belongs to the Sleep Unit,
being responsible for the scoring of sleep studies, the
reviewing of CPAP titration and the outpatients'
management.

The cost of one PSG has been calculated from 220 PSG
performed in our Unit during 1999. The economical
department has provided us with the costs, which include
hospital stays, structural costs, salaries (clerical, nurse, and
physician), annual paying-off for investment, one-use
material and repairs. The final cost has been divided by the
number of PSG performed in one year in order to know the
price of any PSG. Subsequently we have recalculated the
cost of one PSG, if we would have duplicated the sleep
studies in one year providing we would hire a second nurse
and a full-time pulmonary physician, plus the increase in
one-use materials. The prices have been calculated in Euros
(€) and US dollars ($) (1 dollar = 0.85 €) (rates of October
2000).

RESULTS

The total price of 220 PSG in 1999, in our institution, was
74920 € (88141 $). This amount is divided in the following
sections: Hospital stays 23800 € (28000 $) (one day 108.2 €),
nurse salary 22537 € (26514 $), part-time pulmonary
physician salary 18030 € (21212 $), annual paying-off for
investment 9015 € (10606 $) and one-use material and
repairs 1502 € (1767 $). Finally, the price for one PSG in
1999 was 340 € (400 $). Total amounts of any section and
percentages of individual contribution to the whole cost of
PSG are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Figure 1: Individual contribution (US dollars) of any section
to total cost of polysomnography

The cost of 440 PSG in one year after hiring a second nurse
and a full-time pulmonary physician would be 141355 €
(166300 $). The sections are divided as follows: Hospital
stays 47599 € (55999 $), two-nurse salary 45075 € (53029 $),
full-time pulmonary physician salary 36060 € (42424 $),
paying-off for investment 9015 € (10606 $) and materials and
repairs 3005 € (3535 $). The final price of one PSG with our
approach would be 321 € (378 $).

DISCUSSION

Our knowledge about sleep disorders has increased steeply
during the last decade. PSG remains as the gold standard
diagnostic tool for SAS patients and the number of such
patients referred to sleep units is also growing very fast
generating enormous waiting lists. This phenomenon is not
limited to our country and it seems to be a universal problem
(16,17,18).

Limited resources and waiting lists in sleep units (18,19) lead

to search for other diagnostic tools besides ‘traditional' PSG
as hospital or home respiratory polygraphy (20,21), diagnostic

or therapeutic mode auto-CPAP (22,23) or nocturnal oximetry
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(24). When patients have a high suspicion of SAS they may

be studied with these simplified techniques, nevertheless
PSG remains as confirmatory diagnostic procedure not only
for SAS, but also for other sleep disorders as the upper
airway resistance syndrome, primary parasomnias, etc., or as
a research tool (14,15). In any sleep unit diagnostic methods
are used in a prioritized way based in their human or
technical resources.

The situation in Spain as in some parts of Europe shows
differences about the diagnostic work-up and the therapeutic
approach to sleep disorders. Those differences are mainly
due to technical and human availability of sleep units
(18,19). This provokes waiting time to undergo PSG, which
could be considered in some instances inadmissible (25). In a

general way, it can be said that the resources are under-used,
so increasing the costs of PSG. This provokes a vicious
circle that is argued against new sleep units by the economic
departments of hospitals.

Our study shows that the cost of PSG may be lowered,
paradoxically, after increasing investment in personnel
(nurse and physician), due to a better use of technical
resources.

References about costs of PSG are scarce in the scientific
literature. Durán et al (26) presented in 1994 the cost of one

PSG in 415 € (488 $), which was calculated after 150 studies.
Parra et al (27) showed a cost of 315 € (371 $) for one PSG

based in 200 studies in one year, and 108 € (127 $) for
simplified home-based studies. They conclude that the first
approach in the study of sleep disorders should be those
home-based tests, mainly due to its cost-effectiveness. In the
UK, according to Bradley et al (22) the cost of one PSG
(also based in 200 studies in one year) was 210 € (247 $)
without including the expenses of one night of
hospitalization. The investment was calculated in 36740 €
(43224 $) with a paying-off in 5 years. In their study about
the efficacy, from the economical view, of home oximetry as
diagnostic tool for SAS patients, Epstein and Dorlac (28)

presented the total cost of one patient in 1123 $ (955 €),
which includes one night for diagnosis and a second night
for titration of CPAP. Calculated from that the price of one
PSG in their institution is 478 €, which is higher than
european prices. Chervin et al (29) found the price of one

PSG between 1000 and 1400 $ (850 and 1190 €), mean 1190
$ (1012 €) for diagnostic PSG or for titration. Their study
was designed to evaluate the utility in diagnosing SAS

expressed as quality-adjusted life-years. The authors
concluded that PSG is superior in terms of cost-utility
compared to home based studies or not testing.

As it happens in our environment, since 1991 to 1994 the
number of patients referred to sleep units from primary care
has increased around 30% in USA, which has elevated the
total cost of sleep disorders, in spite of strategies to control
expenses as study of only respiratory parameters or home
CPAP titration (30). Nevertheless, as it has been

demonstrated (29), PSG is cost-effective in comparison to
any other diagnostic tests due to differences in specificity
and sensibility of the techniques, based in the differences in
prevalence of sleep disorders in the studied population. The
authors suggest that the more precise and more expensive
test as PSG provide better outcomes from the patient's
perspective, but also represents a cost-effective option.

We conclude that PSG is an important technique in a
hospital and it justifies the investment in human and
technical resources in order to improve its efficiency and to
decrease the final price.
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